Moscow Renovation
Analysis of the pilot sites of housing stock renovation
Back in 2017, the Committee for Architecture and Urban Planning of Moscow launched the
competition for pilot sites of housing stock renovation. The central idea of the contest was
to provide a brand new architectural and urban planning concept for each selected
residential quarter ensuring the residents’ well-being and preserving the existing lifestyles.
Habidatum participated in three consortiums – with Zaha Hadid Architects, MLA+ and
Meganom – in order to support architects’ ideas of area profiling, creating new centers in
the peripheral neighborhoods, as well as perform local identity studies of the renovation
areas. Our part was not only to analyze the status quo but also to predict which
commercial functions and services would be demanded in the new construction through
our unique methodology.
As all the sites are situated in different districts with complex characteristics, and
architects’ have distinct philosophies – therefore the approaches and proposed concepts
of redevelopment of each of the sites vary. Working on the project, we adjusted the data
analysis part focusing on each area’s potential for growth and evolution.
The renovation districts were examined not only inside their boundaries but also
considering the surroundings – the existing pedestrian connections, local businesses,
activity hotspots and everyday practices of its residents. To understand the current
situation and to suggest the best places for the functions and facilities in the new
development, we looked at people’s mobility patterns, popular recreational areas (based
on social media data and BigData VimpelCom), transport accessibility and commercial
diversity within the interest zone (based on open geodata).

Kuzminki site – i n cooperation with Zaha Hadid Architects, TPO Pride, ARTEZA,
Transsolar, Tyrens, KPMG, KROST
Located by the highway, which is the only enhancing area’s connection with the city center,
Kuzminki is a deeply peripheral residential neighborhood. The site is practically divided
into 2 segments by the metro station where most of the activity is concentrated: top
landmarks are the square of Glory with the fountain, the nearby restaurants, and the
Moscow Provincial Theatre. While the public square has the utmost diversity of products
and services, the geographical centers of the western and eastern zones abound with
social objects but are absolutely lifeless in the commercial component. Likewise, what is
lacking is any established image of the area – the places that residents could mentally
connect themselves to.

